ABSTRACT. In this paper, a novel model for stress-induced martensitic transformations in shape-memory alloys is proposed. Accordingly, the constitutive pseudo-elastic behavior of these materials is described. The model accounts for the possible co-existence of austenitic/martensitic phases and for asymmetric response in tension and compression (both for transformation and stiffness properties). The model is developed under the assumption of ideal behavior during martensitic transformation, and the predicted response is governed by few parameters, standard in the context of shape-memory alloys' constitutive models, that can be straightforwardly identified from experimental data. Moreover, proposed modeling framework opens to the investigation on the effects of non-linear transformation lines in phase diagrams and of temperature-dependent transformation strains.
INTRODUCTION
hape-memory alloys (SMAs) are special materials endowed of fascinating properties thanks to possible rearrangements of their thermoelastic lattice microstructure, generally referred to as phase transformations. In fact, objects made of those materials, when significantly deformed, regain their original geometric configuration during heating (one-way shape-memory effect) or, at higher temperature, in the unloading phase (pseudo-elasticity). The intriguing SMA thermomechanical properties allow to design smart structures, opening to innovative applications in many engineering fields. Proposed designs based on such materials range from aeronautic/mechanical applications (e.g., adaptive smart wings and actuators) and telecommunication devices (e.g., deployment and control mechanisms of satellites and antennas), to biomedical (e.g., self-expanding stents, orthodontic wires, and prostheses) and civil applications (e.g., devices for passive, active and semi-active controls of civil structures) [1, 2] . As proved by the recent wide literature in the field [1, [3] [4] [5] , there is a great need of constitutive models able to reproduce SMAs behavior, including a refined description of phase transformation mechanisms. In order to be effectively employed in practical applications, models should be characterized by parameters whose values have to be easily identified from well-established experimental procedures. Moreover, since there exists a number of different materials with shapememory and pseudoelastic properties, models should be as flexible as possible in order to be adapted to the wide range of very different thermomechanical features shown through experiments. Finally, models should be formulated within a consistent theoretical framework that, in the respect of thermodynamics laws, might be implemented in feasible numerical algorithms for computational analyses.
S
In this paper, a novel constitutive model for SMAs is proposed for describing their pseudo-elasticity properties. Accordingly, stress-induced transformations (SITs) are modeled by addressing isothermal uniaxial tests and by considering direct transformations from a non-oriented lattice arrangement (namely, multi-variant martensite Mm or austenite A) to an oriented one (that is, single-variant martensite in its traction and compression variants, Ms+ and Ms-), and viceversa reverse transformations Ms+/Ms- Mm/A, [1] . As a notation rule, quantities referred to Ms+ are indicated by the superscript  , and to Ms-by the superscript  , while to direct and reverse transformations by subscripts d (or D ) and r (or R ). Denoting with mf T and af T the zero-stress martensite-finish and austenite-finish characteristic temperatures (namely, Mm is stable at < mf T T and A is stable at > af T T ) , the typical SMA non-linear behavior at high temperature, > af T T , and at low-temperature, < mf T T , is addressed. Moreover, an intermediate-temperature range, < < mf af T T T , is also considered by admitting the co-existence of Mm and A at low stress. Present model opens to consider the well-established temperature dependence of transformation strains / / D R    (namely, the strain accumulated during SITs), [6] . Moreover, it is based on a very general phase diagrams with highly non-linear direct/reverse transformation lines
and without the need of fixing a specific form for the interpolation functions describing the stress-temperature dependence (see Fig. 1 ). In the lack of detailed experimental data, the only assumption on the phase diagram is that there exists a unique temperature value ro T , such that < < mf ro af T T T , at which reverse transformations (both from Ms+ and Ms-) occur at zero stress (that is, the temperature corresponding to = =0 r r
   
). The motivations underlying this work, as well as the novelty of the proposed approach with respect to existing modeling approaches, are elucidated in the following. 
State-of-the-art and proposed improvements
Existing constitutive relationships for SMAs can be categorized as either micro, micro-macro or macro models [7] . In this paper, phenomenological macro-models are addressed because these are the most effective for engineering applications, being able to describe SMA global structural behavior without an explicit modeling of micro-scale behavior. Parameters of phenomenological models are usually identified by classical experimental tests and the governing equations are mostly suitable for being implemented into computer programs for structural analyses. A thorough review of the available phenomenological models in specialized literature can be found in [1] . The sequence of thermodynamic states occurring in SMAs is usually described by introducing additional variables (such as martensite and austenite volume fractions), within the framework of thermodynamics with internal state variables [8] . Current SMA constitutive models have reached a high level of sophistication accounting for multiple and simultaneous thermomechanical mechanisms [3] [4] [5] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Nevertheless, a common limitation is that most existing models generally assume that phase diagrams governing phase transformations are characterized by piecewise-linear transformation lines, despite of high non-linearities highlighted from experiments [6] . A model overcoming this drawback has been recently addressed by Lagoudas and co-workers [14] . Moreover, different direct and reverse transformation strains (associated with different transformation kinetics), as well as their dependence on temperature, are generally neglected. Furthermore, the implementation of the most effective models is heavy due to:  the costly calibrations of a high number of model parameters, in some case without a clear physical meaning;  the need of introducing iterative schemes for satisfying inequality constraints by means of implicit multi-step redictor-corrector schemes or by introducing equivalent non-linear systems in a large number of unknowns. The last drawback is due to the need of fulfilling the second law of thermodynamics by solving a constrained optimization problem with inequality constraints that derives from the Clausius-Duhem inequality or, equivalently, from Kuhn-Tucker conditions, [4] . On the other hand, as shown by J.J. Moreau [15] , the second law of thermodynamics may be a-priori satisfied within the energy statement of the problem if the constitutive laws for the dissipative part of the static quantities involved in equilibrium equations are defined through the introduction of a pseudo-potential of dissipation. In this case, no iterative numerical schemes are needed for satisfying energy inequality constraints. Following this thermodynamical framework, Frémond developed a phenomenological SMA model based on internal constraints enforced by means of convex analysis arguments [16] . The rationale is standard, successful in modeling many structural mechanical problems involving phase change [17] , and characterized by:
 a proper choice of state variables;  the formulation of equilibrium equations from the Principle of Virtual Work; if internal variables describing different material phases are introduced as state quantities, equilibrium equations will directly give transformationevolution laws;  the introduction of constitutive laws by splitting static quantities (dual to state variables) in terms of their nondissipative and dissipative term; the former is obtained by the differentiation of the free-energy with respect to state quantities, while the latter by differentiating the pseudo-potential of dissipation with respect to state quantities evolution;  the enforcement of physical restrictions on state quantities and on their evolution through sub-differentiable indicator functions (valued zero or  ) added to both the free-energy and the pseudo-potential of dissipation; accordingly, the evolutions of thermomechanical quantities are obtained by projection on convex hulls defining admissible states. Even if qualitative results of Frémond's model are good, it does not capture all SMA features: no multi-variant martensite volume fraction is considered, the strain-width of the stress-strain loop is proportional to its stress-size, unrealistic softening behavior for strain-driven case arise during direct martensitic transformation in uniaxial isothermal response, austenite and martensite phases have the same material parameters. A further drawback of Frémond's model is that the total transformation strain, which is the quantity characterized during experiments, is not a model parameter and it nonlinearly depends on a phase-change viscosity parameter, being of tough determination from experimental data. Frémond's rationale inspired Baêta-Neves and co-authors, [18, 19] , whose model introduces some improvements but it is still characterized by softening behavior if not treated with an augmented Lagrangian method for convexification of system's energy [20] . Accordingly, in order to allow engineers to design shape-memory structures by means of the consistent thermodynamical Moreau's framework in which Frémond's model is formulated, improvements are still necessary. The constitutive model for the pseudo-elastic behavior of SMAs proposed in the present work is developed in the lines of the Frémond's rationale [16, 17] . Obtained results highlight main model features:
1. different kinetics between direct and reverse phase transformations; 2. asymmetric response of transformation mechanisms in tension and compression; 3. admissibility of the co-existence of austenite, multi-variant and oriented martensites; 4. straightforward material parameter identification;
5. different elastic moduli in tension and compression. The model is herein developed within a one-dimensional framework by assuming an ideal transformation behavior characterized by no-hardening effects. Thanks to the employed generalized energetic framework, the second law of thermodynamics is fulfilled without the need of implicit algorithms. Accordingly, thanks to the explicit framework in which present model can be implemented, the model allows to straightforwardly include unconventional SMA features such as
• non-linear transformation lines in a very flexible phase diagram;
• dependence of transformation strains on temperature. Following the recent works by Lagoudas and co-workers, [14] , the possibility to address the non-linear dependence of transformation strains and stresses on temperature is a novelty with respect to many well-established available models.
MODEL
onsider a one-dimensional (1D) material element of infinitesimal length acted by a self-equilibrated Cauchy stress  at constant temperature T . The model is based on an incremental approach in the time variable  . Accordingly, the actual value (at time = t  ) of the strain measure  is obtained from the superimposition of a reference value  (at time = t  ) with an infinitesimal perturbation d (associated with the time increment dt , where = t t dt
 . In order to account for different deformation mechanisms in SMAs and in agreement with available modeling approaches [5, 12, 21] , the mapping from the reference to the actual state is regarded as the superimposition of different thermomechanical mechanisms allowing to identify several deformation variables. Accordingly, the infinitesimal strain is split in
where subscripts e and i relate the infinitesimal strain with elastic and inelastic mechanisms, respectively. Denoting the time derivative (in the sense of left-derivative with respect to the actual time t in agreement with the causality principle) with the dot superscript, let 
physical restrictions in Ass. 1, Ass. 2 and Ass. 3 can be summarized as
The ideal pseudo-elastic behavior will be described by introducing few model parameters that can be straightforwardly obtained from experiments:
• direct and reverse transformation stresses
• direct and reverse transformation strains
• Young's modulus j E of the th j alloy phase, assumed to be isotropic linearly elastic. Parameters with the same physical meaning are introduced in many SMA available models [1, 4, 5, 9] , and thereby can be retained as classical. Nevertheless, the possibility to address the non-linear dependence of transformation strains and stresses on temperature is a novelty with respect to most well-established available models, in agreement with the improvements proposed by Lagoudas and co-workers, [14] . It is worth pointing out that present approach does not require to fix an a-priori specific form for the interpolation function describing the non-linear dependence of
Flow rule
The difference between austenite and single-variant martensite is quite small: while the unit cell of austenite is, on average, a perfect cube, the transformation to martensite distorts this cube by interstitial carbon atoms. Addressing an uniaxial traction, the unit cell after the transformation can be phenomenologically described as slightly longer in the traction direction and shorter in the orthogonal directions. Since multi-variant martensite is a mixture of single-variant configurations, the same can be said for the transformation from non-sheared to sheared lattice configurations in the martensitic phase.
In the present one-dimensional framework, the atomic rearrangement occurring during the transformation A/Mm  Ms+/Ms-is herein kinematically described via a phenomenological way by introducing ori  as the elongation-rate of the unit cell, herein defined as 
Equilibrium equations and constitutive laws
Denoting virtual quantities with the hat superscript and introducing { , , } 
The free-energy  of the alloy is chosen as:
where:
• el  is the elastic free-energy contribution: • ch  is the free-energy contribution, related to the phase change:
where the indicator function I C ensures condition (4) to be satisfied. Moreover, r represents the phase transformation rate vector, defined as:
Phase change activates on the basis of temperature and stress states, being here regulated by activation functions: 
• ch  is the pseudo-potential of dissipation related to the phase change: 
It is worth pointing out that dimensional multiplicative unitary coefficients have to be considered in previous relationships, when necessary, in order to respect the unit of measure of the free-energy (namely, work per unit volume) and of the pseudo-potential of dissipation (that is, power per unit volume). These coefficients have been omitted here for the sake of compactness. Accordingly, since derivation with respect to a finite quantity (for instance, e  ) is formally equivalent to the one with respect to a perturbation (for instance, e d ), constitutive choices (7), (8) , and (9) give the interior forces as equal to:
Governing equations
Assuming strain  as control variable, the governing equations of the SMA thermodynamical problem, obtained from equilibrium relationships (6) and constitutive choices (7), (8), and (9), give the evolution of stress  and alloy composition β . Stress  results from:
Alloy composition β is found by means of a single-step prediction-projection procedure. Tentative values of volume
 (with =1, 2,3 j ) are computed first, where:
and then β is obtained as (7) and the convexity of the pseudo-potential of dissipation in Eq. (9) allow to a-priori satisfy the inequality constraint prescribed by the second law of thermodynamics, [15] [16] [17] . 

, applied strain-time law is (see Fig. 2 ). 
Therefore, the material element is loaded for 
High-temperature response
The stress-strain relationship as well as the alloy composition predicted by present model at high temperature are obtained by construction, considering different time intervals.
Traction loading-unloading:
. For presenting a detailed description of analytical results and denoting with = de edt  , it is assumed that there exists natural numbers 1 2 3 4 , , , >>1 
, and the time values: 
Accordingly, it results =(1 / , / ,0) Fig. 4 ). Thereby, stress 
Moreover, actual strain is = 
. In summary, in the limit 0 dt  , the obtained constitutive relationship during a tensile traction-release test is (see Fig. 3 
and the corresponding evolution of single-oriented martensitic microstructure 2 
 is

Low-temperature response
Despite the low-temperature response of SMAs is very different from the high-temperature one, analytical relationships obtained via present model are only slightly different from the ones above described. Firstly, due to the multi-variant martensitic lattice arrangement of the alloy, Young's modulus 4 E should be employed instead of 1 E .
 , the onset of the direct transformation occurs and the tentative alloy composition is the same as in Eq. (19) but, since 1 Fig. 5b . It is worth highlighting that the phase diagram in Fig. 1 determines that the reverse transformation occurs at negative stresses for low-temperature tests (for < ro T T ) . Accordingly, in agreement with experimental evidence, no pseudo-elastic behavior appears at tensile stresses for SMAs in initial multi-variant martensitic microstructure.
T T T , is depicted in
Intermediate-temperature response
The model is able to deal with SMAs in an initial mixture composition characterized by both multi-variant martensite and austenite lattice arrangement, stable in the temperature range < < E . Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 6 and due to the initial mixture composition, the evolution of phase volume fractions predicted by present model is significantly different from the ones obtained at high and low temperatures (see Fig. 4 ). 
Residual strains
Sometimes it can be easier to describe reverse transformation in terms of experimental data on residual strains res 
